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SUMMARY
Understanding that today’s C-Level Executives are busy and
focused on delivering results to stakeholders and shareholders is important, and gaining access to them has become an
extremely difficult task for sales executives.
Selling to IT to C-level executives is not easy. To be a successful Sales VP, Sales Manager or Sales Executive you have to
adapt your approach and understand your customer’s industry, company and buying motivations. When you start selling
to CEO’s, CIO’s or CTO’s the rules change; They employ
seasoned gatekeepers and are inundated with technical sales
calls. Nonetheless, those who make a good living selling
technology solutions to CxOs have learned that there are
ways to sell to decision makers that are truly effective.
Attending IT News Africa’s ‘Selling IT to the CxO’ will help you
rethink your C-Level sales approach when selling technology
solutions to the C-Suite and help you achieve greater success
with your pipeline
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Learning Outcomes
After participating in this program, you will be able to
apply new techniques such as the ability to execute on a
shorter sales cycle, close larger deal sizes and secure
more add-on business .
This 2-day workshop is designed to provide good solid
practical strategies for selling IT solutions to CxOs that
will help you and your company meet your CxO selling
objectives.
If your organization wants to become more effective at
selling IT solutions to decision makers, then this seminar
is a must attend for your sales team.

WHY YOU SHOULD
ATTEND
The training is completely interactive and incorporates
extensive exercises/role-playing to apply the concepts
on active accounts or immediately on the next sales
call. Everyone can ask tough questions, share their
experiences, work on their weaknesses, and learn
entirely new skill-sets. Learning by example is the best
way to learn and the seminar includes best practices
of leading technology companies.

KEY BENEFITS OF SELLING IT
TO THE CXO
After completing this program, your sales team will be able
to:
•
•

•

•
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Differentiate your sales team as a trusted partner to
the C-Suite
Adopt best practices for quickly engaging with and
selling to the C-Suite; recognizing C-Suite needs are
unique to the position
Develop an understanding of how to work with the
C-Suite by building interest, trust, and credibility
into you product
Create an action plan to increase your Trusted Partner effectiveness when working with the C-Suite

SPEAKERS
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Marlon Moodley

Sameer Jooma

Marlon Moodley is currently the managing director of B2HA ICT
Advisory (Pty) Ltd, which works with clients mainly at board level, to
address technology and people matters that have begun to affect
their business strategically and operationally.
Marlon previously served as Group CIO (Chief Information Officer) of
Harmony Gold Ltd and was responsible for turning around their
underperforming IT division and reported at board level. Harmony is
amongst the world’s largest gold mining groups, operating in South
Africa and South East Asia, with stock exchange listings in South
Africa, New York and London and employing approximately 45,000
people. Marlon’s prior experience often involved working in complex
and challenging technology environments dealing with strategy, ICT
and business matters requiring solid leadership, teamwork and quick
adaptation to enable strategic planning and sound execution.

Sameer is driven by finding solutions to complex problems – either
through implementing new technologies, developing creative and
innovative solutions or simply by solving these problems with
practical solutions.
He has a deep understanding of technology, including technologies
such as IoT and Blockchain; and also experience in large scale
enterprise Data Science projects. He leverages this combination to
deliver data-driven innovation initiatives. His most recent role,
Director of Technology Innovation and Analytics for Africa at Anheuser-Busch InBev (AB InBev), afforded him the opportunity to become a
strategic partner and advisor to Mobile Network Operators, Banks,
FinTechs and start-ups; and allowed him to work closely with them to
implement strategies and solutions which are relevant and address
the needs of AB InBev, but also the African market as a whole. As a
result, he orchestrated several partnerships between corporates and
start-ups.

AGENDA
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SELLING IT TO THE CXO AGENDA

27 - 28 AUGUST , 2020

DAY ONE
Morning session 10:00-12:00
Afternoon session 14:00-15:00
Navigating to the CxO: Top Down and Bottom Up Approaches
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formulating the Grand Strategy to Win the Complex IT Sale
Why do we need to access the executive level?
The challenge of selling to the executive level
The role CxO’s play in the buying process
Start at the Top of C-Level Management
How, when, and why to engage at the executive level

Preparing and creating an approach that is relevant to CxO Level executives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive-level roles and responsibilities
Tactics to Defeat the Competition
Linking your solutions to executive-level goals
Developing your business acumen and vocabulary
Account maneuvers to improve competitive position.
Organizing the presentation to the CxO: How to gain credibility, overcome
objections and create consensus.
Understanding the political structure of the account.

Penetrating the Organization at Various Levels of responsibility
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing an executive approach process
Defining specific executive approach plans
Using a multi-pronged approach pattern
Earning the initial executive-level conversation
Turning executive conversations into opportunities
Flanking strategies when you're stuck at the wrong level

Conducting and Engaging Effectively in Executive-Level Meetings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing for your VP or C-Level meeting
Objectives of your first executive-level meeting
Facilitating executive-level conversations: Presenting your solution
Crafting effective diagnostic questions
Probing questions at the executive level
The Persuasive Elevator Pitch: Linguistics structure and compelling delivery.
Connecting with The CxO through Sales Linguistics (using the right words at
the right time to persuade the CxO to buy).

Aligning your Solutions to Executive-Level Goals
•
•
•
•
•

The three key objectives of every for-profit company
How executives develop objectives and initiatives
Tying your solutions to executive-level initiatives
Crafting executive-level business solutions
Translating value across the enterprise

Understand the Priorities of C-Level Executives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding your prospect’s business
Political account structure of IT and the psychology of IT Organizational buying.
Conducting meaningful company research
Compiling useful executive research
Establishing your executive-level account strategy
Defining your executive value hypothesis

DAY TWO
Session 10:00AM - 12:00PM
Demonstrating return on investment at the CxO level and Closing Strategies
at the Executive Level
•
•
•
•

IT Negotiation Strategy: Closing strategies and negotiation tactics
Group Presentation Strategies and Tactics - focus on high level add-ons
Focus on selling big ticket initiatives – like Cloud, hardware and ERP.
Bringing your full product portfolio to the executive team, which could add
significant value to the organisation.
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DELEGATE FORM
First Name:

Last Name:

Telephone:

Company Name:

Job Title:

Physical Address:

Email Address:

Order Contact:

VAT number:

Billing contact:

Date:

Attendee Details

:

PLEASE REGISTER THE FOLLOWING DELEGATES FOR THE FOLLOWING THE EVENT: SELLING IT TO THE CXO VIRTUAL WORKSHOP

First Name :

First Name :

First Name :

First Name :

Last Name :

Last Name :

Last Name :

Last Name :

Email :

Email :

Email :

Email :

Telephone :

Telephone :

Telephone :

Telephone :

Company Name :

Company Name:

Company Name:

Company Name :

Job Title :

Job Title :

Job Title :

Job Title :
Signed by company
representative who warrants his/her

AUTHORISATION
Account Name: African Innovator Group (Pty) Ltd.
Bank : FNB
Branch: Irene Mall
Branch code : 210529
Account Number 625 598 057 03
Swift: FIRNZAJJ
When Making Deposit Please Use Your Name Or
Company Name As Deposit Reference

How To Register:
humphrey@itnewsafrica.com
tichaona@itnewsafrica.com

For Further Information:
Please Contact Us On +27 11 026 0981Or E-Mail
humphrey@itnewsafrica.com
tichaona@itnewsafrica.com

authority to sign:

Name:
Job title:
Date:
Signature:
AMOUNT DUE
(INCL VAT) :

R2999 with CPD
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

•

Payment is due in full at the time of registration and includes lunch, refreshments and detailed event materials. Your
registration will not be confirmed until payment is received and may be subject to cancellation.

•

You may substitute delegates at any time by providing reasonable notice in advance to African Innovator Group.

•

For any cancellations received in writing in not less than eight (8) days prior to the event, you will receive a 90% credit
to be used at another African Innovator Group event which must occur within one year from the date of issuance of
such credit. An administration fee of 10% of the contract fee will be retained by African Innovator Group for all permitted
cancellations.

•

No credit will be issued for any cancellations occurring within seven (7) days (inclusive) of the event.

•

In the event that African Innovator Group cancels an event for any reason, you will receive a credit for 100% of the contract
fee paid. You may use this credit for another African Innovator Group event to be mutually agreed with African Innovator
Group, which must occur within one year from the date of cancellation.

•

In the event that African Innovator Group postpones an event for any reason and the delegate is unable or unwilling to
attend on the rescheduled date, you will receive a credit for 100% of the delegate fee paid. You may use this credit for any
another African Innovator Group event to be mutually agreed on with African Innovator Group, which must occur within
one year from the date of postponement.

•

Except as specified and explained above, no credits will be issued for cancellations. There shall be no refunds given
under any circumstance.

•

Kindly note that while speakers and their topics were confirmed at the time of publishing, circumstances beyond the
control of the organizers may necessitate substitutions, alterations or cancellations of the speakers and/or topics. As such,
African Innovator Group reserves the right to alter or modify the advertised speakers and/or topics if necessary without
any liability to you whatsoever. Any substitutions or alterations will be updated on the event website as soon as possible.
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CONTACT US
IT News Africa

Africa’s Technology News Leader
Building 22A, The Woodlands Office Park,
Woodlands Drive, Woodmead,
Johannesburg, 2191.
Tel: +27 11 026 0982
Fax: 0866 130 386
Email: events@itnewsafrica.com
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Philani Lubisi
Delegate Sales Supervisor
Tel:+27 83 390 471
Email: humphrey@itnewsafrica.com

